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1. Introduction 
The subject of this paper is the numerical solution of a nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem occurring in the physics of gas discharges as en-
countered by Dr. H. J. G. Meyer of the Philips Research Laboratories. 
The problem is as follows: Inside the unit disk, the function 4> is a 
rotational-symmetric solution of the two-dimensional 'nonlinear Helm-
holtz equation' 
(1) 
and, given the value of 4> at the centre of the disk, it is required to 
determine the smallest positive value of k such that 4> is smooth on the 
disk and vanishes at the boundary. 
To be more specific, let r denote the distance to the centre of the disk 
(O.;;;;r.;;;; 1). By transforming eq. (1) to polar coordinates, we see that 
4> = 4>(r) must satisfy the differential equation 
(2) 4>" + ! 4>' + k2 4>( 1 - 4» = 0 
r 
under the two-point boundary conditions 
(3) 4>(O)=a, 4>'(0)=0, 4>(1)=0, 
where a is a given constant, for physical reasons restricted to the interval 
O<a< 1. 
Then, first, the smallest 'eigenvalue', k = lc(a), should be found as a 
function of a. Secondly, numerical information concerning the corre-
sponding 'eigenfunction', 4> = 4>a(r), is required and, thirdly, the same 
holds for the 'energy content' defined by 
1 
(4) E(a)=2n S 4>a(r)r dr. 
o 
2. Exploratory results 
By a simple change of the independent variable, the eigenvalue param-
eter k can be eliminated from the differential equation (2). To this 
purpose, let 
x = kr, 4>(r) = 4>(xjlc) = u(x). 
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Then 
(5) j UIl+~U'+U(l-U)=O, 
~ u(O)=a, u'(O)=O, u(k)=O. 
Equations (5) constitute an initial-value problem. We have to integrate 
for x;>O until u(x) vanishes. Indeed, the first zero of u is precisely the 
value of k required. 
The numerical integration of (5) is easy. First, the second-order system 
is transformed into a system of two first-order differential equations: 
(6) 
~ u'=v 
I v' ~ ~ ~V+U(U-l), ~t(O)=a, v(O) = O. 
Secondly, the singular term -vlx, which is of the undetermined form 
010 at x = 0, should be set equal to ta(l- a) if x = 0, smce 
1 
- v= ta(a-l) +O(X2), 
x 
(x + 0). 
This latter relation is most easily proved by assuming that u can be 
expanded in a series of nonnegative integral powers of x2• In fact, as will 
be shown presently, u is the restriction to x;> 0 of an even function of 
the complex variable x that is holomorphic in the neighbourhood of the 
origin. 
In a first approach, I have integrated (6) by the classical Runge-Kutta 
procedure for a=O.l (0.1) 0.9. In each case a table was produced to 8 
significant digits, giving u(x) and v(x) at interval 0.1 in x, well beyond 
the first zero of u. For checking purposes, the system without the 
term u 2 was integrated in the same way for a= 1. In this case, u=Jo and 
v = -h, in terms of Bessel functions. It so turned out that the tabular 
values produced were correct to one unit of the 8th decimal. The calcu-
lations were performed on the IBM 1620 of the Technological University 
Eindhoven by floating-arithmetic subroutines based on 10 decimal digits 
in the mantissa. 
By linear interpolation in the table of u near the first zero, it was thus 
easy to obtain approximate values of k accurate to three digits. This 
interpolation was done by hand; see table I. 
Some useful information about the eigenvalues can be obtained by 
simple analytical means, as follows. For small values of a, eq. (5) can be 
linearized and we obtain u(x)=aJo(x)+O(a2) as a + o. Hence 
(7) k(a) = ko +O(a), (a + 0), 
where ko = 2.40482 ... is the first positive zero of Jo(x). 
Similarly, u(x) ,...., 1- (l-a)Io(x) as at 1 and so long as x is well away 
from k. For moderately large values of x we can replace the modified 
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Bessel function lo(x) by its asymptotic first term, and we thus arrive at 
(8) k(a) "-' -log (I-a), (a t 1), 
although a rigorous proof of (8) is quite a different thing. 
Combination of eqs (7) and (8) suggests the semi-empirical formula 
(9) k ~ kapp= lco-log (I-a), 
Inspection of table I shows that kapp is a very good approximation to 
k indeed. 
TABLE I 
a kapp k a kapp k 
0 2.40 2.40 0.5 3.10 3.04 
0.1 2.51 2.50 0.6 3.32 3.25 
0.2 2.63 2.60 0.7 3.61 3.54 
0.3 2.76 2.72 0.8 4.01 3.94 
0.4 2.92 2.87 0.9 4.71 4.65 
Without going into details, I may state that a similar, semi-empirical 
formula can be derived for the energy content, viz., 
(10) E ~ n(l-ko/k), 
somewhat less accurate than (9) but still correct to within 5 per cent 
in the range of a considered above, and much more accurate as at 1, 
as later calculations have revealed. 
3. Analytical results 
The differential equation of (5) is an equation with 'moving singu-
larities'. That is to say, if k=l=O and O<a<l, the analytic continuation 
of the solution u=ua(x) of (5) into the complex plane of x possesses 
singularities whose location depends on the initial value a. 
I first show that ua(x) is holomorphic in the circle of radius 2V2 with 
centre at the origin. To this purpose, let 
(11) U(x)=i+y(t), 
so that in terms of y we get from (5) 
(12) ~ 1t (t ~n + t = y2, 
(y(o)=a-i, y'(O)=a(a-l). 
Assume now that y can be expanded in a convergent power series, viz., 
00 
( 13) y= ~ an(a)tn, 
'n-O 
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where the as yet unknown coefficients an depend on a. On substitution 
of (13) in (12) the following recurrence relation is obtained: 
n 
(14) ao = a - t, al = a(a -1), an+1 = (n + 1)-2 ! aman- m (n> 0). 
m~O 
The sequence {an} is uniquely determined by a and, moreover, 
(15) 
Equation (15) follows by induction from (14) on observing that it trivially 
holds for n=O and n= 1 because O<a< 1. Thus (13) is convergent if 
!t! < 2. Accordingly, ua(x) is holomorphic for !x! < 2V2 and is even in x, 
as mentioned in section 2. 
A few properties of the coefficients an (a) are worthy of note. Clearly, 
an(a) is a polynomial in a of degree not exceeding n+ 1. Further, as might 
have been expected, an(O)=an(I)=O (n>O). Quite unexpectedly, however, 
we have the following relation: 
( 16) 
which exhibits a certain symmetry between the eigenfunctions with 
complementary initial values, a and I-a. Equation (16) may be proved 
by induction from eq. (14). It equally follows from the observation that 
if y(t) is a solution of the differential equation of (12) with initial value 
a - t then - y( - t) is a solution of the same equation with initial value 
-(a-t)=(l-a)-t· 
Equation (16) implies that ua(x) and Ul-a(X) have power series with 
essentially one set of coefficients, viz., 
(17) 
f 00 
) 
ua(x)=a+ ! an(a)(!x2)n, 
Ul_a(X)=I~~l+ I (-I)n+1an(a)(!x2)n. 
n~l 
In turn, eqs (17) show that the respective analytic continuations of the 
two eigenfunctions are connected by a simple functional equation, namely, 
(18) ul-a(x)=I-ua(ix), 
where x is complex and i the imaginary unit. Thus, not only have the 
power series for Ua and Ul-a the same circle of convergence but also the 
singularities of one of them can be obtained from those of the other by 
rotation through ninety degrees. 
The special case of a = t is particularly interesting. First, as follows 
from (16), 
( 19) (n>O). 
Secondly, if we set 
(n>O), 
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the recurrence relation (14) becomes 
n 
(20) bl = ±-. bn+l = (2n + 1)-2 Z bmbn-m+l (n> 0), 
m-l 
so that bn > 0 (n> 1). Hence, by recalling a classical result of Vivanti and 
Pringsheim, we see that the function 
00 
(21) /(s) =iYt(is) = Z bns2n- 1 
n-l 
has singular points at s = ± (J if (J is the (finite) radius of convergence 
of this series. 
It seems difficult to determine (J without resort to numerical techniques. 
For example, the function / of (21) is the solution of the initial-value 
problem 
sf" + I' =! + /2, /(0) =0, 1'(0) =!, 
and in the course of numerical integration for s> 0 I observed that the 
solution blows up at about s = 8.86, indicating that (J is a little less than 9. 
Indeed, I am able to provc the following: 
(22) 
The crude lower bound in (22) is readily obtained; for that purpose 
it suffices to prove that 
(23) 9 bn .;( (36)n' 
Since bl = 1/4 and b2 = 1/144, (23) is sharp for n= 1,2. Now assume that 
(23) has been proved with n replaced by 1,2, ... , n. Then, from (20), 
bn+l.;( [9n/(2n+ 1)2] [9/(36)n+1]. Since the first factor is not greater than 
1 for n> 1, it thus follows that (23) holds for n replaced by n+ 1. Hence 
(23) is true for all integers, by induction. 
To establish the upper bound to (J as indicated, it is sufficient to show 
that 
(24) b 24n 
n> (96)n' 
Equation (24) holds for n= 1 with the equal sign. Again by induction, if 
(24) is valid for integers up to n, inclusive, we find from (20) 
-2 n 24m 24(n-m+ 1) _ 
bn+l>(2n+l) m~1(96)m (96)n-m+l -
24(n+l) [ 24 n ] 
= (96)n+1 (n+ 1)(2n+ 1)2m~1 m(n-m+ 1) . 
Now the sum in the expression in brackets is equal to n(n+l)(n+2)/6, 
so that this expression becomes 4n(n + 2)(2n + 1 )-2, which indeed exceeds 
1 for any n. 
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The two singularities of f(s) at s= + a correspond to four singularities 
of Ut(x) symmetrically located in the complex x-plane, one on each of 
the quadrant bisectors and all at the distance 2Va from the origin; ul(x) 
is holomorphic inside the circle of radius 2Va (~ 5.95) with centre at the 
origin. As is seen in the next section, the eigenvalue k(-l) equals 3.038 ... , 
so that the corresponding zero of Ut(x) lies well inside the circle of con-
vergence of the power series; see eqs (17) for a = -l. This establishes 
analytically a sound basis for the numerical procedure (i) of section 4, 
at least for a = -l. 
It seems much more difficult to assess the location of the singularities 
of the power series (17) if a =1= 1/2 other than by numerical means. I have 
reason to believe that Ra, the radius of convergence of the power series 
of ua(x), attains its minimum for a = -l and that Ra = R1- a increases mono-
tonically from R! = 2Va to 00 if a decreases from -l to o. 
TABLE II 
eigenvalue k and energy content E as function of a 
a k E a k E a k E 
0.1 2.497254 0.136972 0.91 4.762376 1.594406 0.991 7.174520 2.090739 
0.2 2.602406 0.277057 0.92 4.884609 1.631100 0.992 7.298329 2.107640 
0.3 2.723787 0.421128 0.93 5.023473 1.670608 0.993 7.438675 2.126150 
0.4 2.866541 0.570447 0.94 5.184110 1.713677 0.994 7.600663 2.146702 
0.5 3.038645 0.726940 0.95 5.374487 1.761422 0.995 7.792204 2.169950 
0.6 3.253475 0.893746 0.96 5.607948 1.815629 0.996 8.026543 2.196951 
0.7 3.536108 1.076516 0.97 5.909491 1.879469 0.997 8.328491 2.229599 
0.8 3.942844 1.287179 0.98 6.335196 1.959586 0.998 8.753697 2.271917 
0.9 4.653263 1.560000 0.99 7.063762 2.075140 0.999 9.479485 2.335733 
4. Numerical results 
Numerical computation was carried out for 27 different values of a: 
a=O.l (0.1) 0.9 (0.01) 0.99 (0.001) 0.999. 
Table II shows the eigenvalue k and the energy content E in their 
dependence on a. Tables III to V give the eigenfunction rPa(r) at interval 
0.05 in r. All values are rounded to six decimals; the absolute error should 
not exceed 0.6 x 10-6• 
These numerical results were obtained by two different methods: 
(i) truncated power series, (ii) numerical integration. 
In (i) the coefficients an(a) were calculated in double-precision floating 
arithmetic and then rounded to 10 digits in the mantissa up to n = 41. 
The series (13) was truncated to N + 1 terms (N = 20, 30, or 40, depending 
on a), so that ua(x) was approximated by a polynomial in t: 
N 
(25) ua(x) ~ P(t)=a+ L an(a)tn, 
n~l 
~I 
I 
.00 I 
.05 
.10 
.15 
.20 
.25 
.30 
.35 
.40 
.45 
.50 
.55 
.60 
.65 
.70 
.75 
.80 
.85 
.90 
.95 
0.1 0.2 
TABLE III 
eigenfunction q,a(r) for a=0.1(0.1)0.9 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
.100000 .200000 .300000 .400000 .500000 .600000 .700000 .800000 .900000 
.099649 .199323 .299027 .398768 .498557 .598412 .698358 .798443 .898779 
.098601 .197298 .296112 .395075 .494229 .593641 .693415 .793745 .895075 
.096865 .193940 .291273 .388933 .487017 .585669 .685127 .785826 .888770 
.094457 .189274 .284537 .380363 .476922 .574469 .673421 .774551 .879662 
.091400 .183339 .275945 .369397 .463953 .560006 .658200 .759739 .867465 
.087724 .176180 .265548 .356076 .448125 .542244 .639348 .741159 .851810 
.083463 .167857 .253415 .340460 .429464 .521152 .616740 .718546 .832236 
.078658 .158439 .239628 .322625 .408015 .496710 .590248 .691604 .808198 
.073356 .148007 .224286 .302666 .383846 .468920 .559757 .660025 .779072 
.067610 .136653 .207505 .280706 .357054 .437816 .525180 .623505 .744170 
.061477 .124480 .189422 .256892 .327773 .403478 .486478 .581775 .702766 
.055017 .111603 .170191 .231403 .296180 .366042 .443680 .534636 .654142 
.048298 .098148 .149988 .204451 .262503 .325715 .396910 .481998 .597657 
.041387 .084248 .129008 .176285 .227026 .282791 .346415 .423934 .532840 
.034356 .070048 .107467 .147187 .190094 .237659 .292588 .360738 .459520 
.027280 .055699 .085599 .117477 .152115 .190814 .235995 .292980 .377975 
.020232 .041359 .063651 .087510 .113561 .142861 .177391 .221563 .289108 
.013287 .027187 .041887 .057666 .074962 .094516 .117730 .147761 .194607 
.006519 .013347 .020578 .028355 .036901 .046596 .058161 .073233 .097063 
TABLE IV 
eigenfunction q,a(r) for a=0.91(0.01)0.99 
~I 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.99 
.00 .910000 .920000 .930000 .940000 .950000. 960000 .970000 .980000 .990000 
.05 .908836 .918899 .928970 .939049 .949139 .959242 .969362 .979505 .989689 
.10 .905302 .915555 .925837 .936154 .946514 .956926 .967407 .977986 .988727 
.15 .899277 .909842 .920475 .931187 .941997 .952927 .964015 .975330 .987025 
.20 .890552 .901549 .912667 .923930 .935368 .947027 .958977 .971346 .984424 
.25 .878835 .890372 .902104 .914066 .926310 .938910 .951984 .965743 .980683 
.30 .863739 .875913 .888374 .901175 .914394 .928145 .942608 .958117 .975450 
.35 .844785 .857673 .870957 .884719 .899067 .914168 .930287 .947917 .968237 
.40 .821398 .835045 .849221 .864034 .879639 .896265 .914290 .934419 .958368 
.45 .792913 .807325 .822414 .838327 .855270 .873556 .893700 .916680 .944932 
.50 .758589 .773712 .789677 .806672 .824968 .844975 .867378 .893502 .926706 
.55 .717630 .733337 .750058 .768030 .787592 .809272 .833957 .863386 .902080 
.60 .669237 .685307 .702559 .721280 .741888 .765036 .791838 .824515 .868980 
.65 .612669 .628770 .646201 .665296 .686554 .710751 .739243 .774768 .824815 
.70 .547353 .563031 .580142 .599064 .620360 .644922 .674326 .711815 .766494 
.75 .473015 .487694 .503839 .521855 .542344 .566280 .595396 .633337 .690605 
.80 .389854 .402857 .417262 .433471 .452088 .474097 .501279 .537443 .593860 
.85 .298737 .309336 .321155 .334551 .350073 .368622 .391846 .423333 .473980 
.90 .201391 .208895 .217305 .226896 .238089 .251585 .268677 .292223 .331101 
.95 .100551 .104422 .108775 .113761 .119610 .126706 .135765 .148388 .169630 
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TABLE V 
eigenfunction "'a(r) for a=0.991(0.001)0.\)99 
~\ 0.99\ 0.992 0.993 0.994 0.995 0.996 0.997 0.998 0.999 
.00 II .991000 .992000 .993000 .994000 .995000 .996000 .997000 .998000 .999000 
.05 .990711 .991734 .992758 .993783 .994809 .995838 .996869 .997903 .998943 
.10 .989816 .990908 .992005 .993107 .994216 .995332 .996459 .997599 .998763 
.15 .988228 .989441 .990665 .991901 .993152 .994421 .995715 .997043 .998428 
.20 .985797 .987187 .988597 .990032 .991495 .992993 .994540 .996153 .997880 
.25 .982286 .983919 .985586 .987294 .989052 .990873 .992775 .994797 .997023 
.30 .977355 .979307 .981314 .983387 .985540 .987794 .990184 .992771 .995703 
.35 .970525 .972886 .975331 .977876 .980546 .983372 .986412 .989767 .993682 
.40 .961135 .964007 .967004 .970149 .973480 .977049 .980942 .985322 .990589 
.45 .948280 .951779 .955456 .959350 .963513 .968025 .973020 .978751 .985851 
.50 .930743 .934991 .939490 .944293 .949480 .955170 .961561 .969040 .978588 
.55 .906909 .912024 .917482 .923361 .929774 .936892 .945009 .954699 .967454 
.60 .874676 .880752 .887285 .894384 .902207 .910997 .921174 .933570 .950406 
.65 .831396 .838465 .846127 .854527 .863878 .874518 .887028 .902584 .924398 
.70 .773875 .781860 .790582 .800231 .811087 .823594 .838532 .857503 .884988 
.75 .698537 .707179 .716694 .727315 .739391 .753480 .770576 .792758 .825980 
.80 .601872 .610660 .620411 .631392 .644007 .658910 .677280 .701626 .739330 
.85 .481340 .489465 .498546 .508858 .520822 .535124 .553021 .577230 .615963 
.90 .336863 .343261 .350457 .358688 .368321 .379958 .394716 .415050 .448562 
.95 .172824 .176385 .180410 .185038 .190490 .197129 .205634 .217519 .237562 
Subsequently, the first positive zero T of P(t) was determined by iteration 
with the help of 
(26) 
where A=kapp=ko-Iog (I-a); see eq. (9). The procedure (26) is essentially 
that of Newton, but the derivative of P is eliminated by means of the 
empirical relation u'(k) R::i - 0.5 a which is suggested by inspection of 
the tables mentioned in section 2. It turned out that three to six iterations 
according to (26) suffice to get a value of T accurate to eight significant 
digits. 
Approximations to k, E and 1a(r) corresponding to the calculated 
values of T can now easily be computed. First, the eigenvalue k is given 
by 2 T!. Secondly, by transforming back (r=x/k) to the original variable, 
we find 
N 
1a(r) R::i ~ cnr2n , co=a, cn=anTn (n>O), 
n~O 
and, thirdly, the energy content can be computed from 
N 
E R::i n :2 cn/(n+ I). 
n~O 
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In method (ii) numerical integration IS performed on the following 
third-order system: 
q/=1p, cf(O)=a, 
1p'= - ~1p+k2cf(cf-l) 1p(0)=0, 
r ' 
x' = 2nrcf, X(O) = O. 
An accurate value of k should make 1>( 1) almost zero. By int.erpolation 
and iteration we get a succession of k-values; the procedure is stopped 
if 11>(1)1 is less than 10-8 . Then E ~ x(l). 
For a -< 0.7 methods (ii) and (i), with N = 20, gave identical results 
for k, E and 1>a, within one unit. of the eighth significant digit. or decimal. 
Up to a = 0.99, the power-series method (i) with N = 40 and the integration 
method (ii) also gave virtually identical results in 8 decimals or digits. 
For values of a exceeding 0.995 the power-series method gives about. 4 
correct decimals or digits if we take N = 40. Accordingly, the t.abular 
values shown for a=0.991 (0.001) 0.999 are those obtained by (ii) after 
rounding to 6 decimals. 
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